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About This Game

The world is under attack...by evil teddy bears. Led by the evil mastermind bear Frank, they have seized control of a toy factory
in which they are building an evil teddy bear army to take over the world. Armed with only your motion-controlled weapons, it

is up to you to stop them and rescue the innocent panda bears that Frank and his minions have taken hostage.

Fend off different kinds of bears and other challenges in 3 unique game modes using the weapons at your disposals such as the
freeze ray, water gun, and shotgun. Make sure you look everywhere to keep those bears from sneaking up and attacking you!

Can you survive, defeat the evil bear Frank, and save the world from destruction at the hands of the not so innocent cute and
cuddly teddy bears?
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Fend off evil bears and other challenges in 3 unique game modes

Two difficulty levels: cuddly & crazy

Play through 5 rounds in each mode to unlock the boss level

Different weapons at your disposal: toy gun, shotgun, water gun, and freeze gun

Sarcastic, witty, humorous evil mastermind bear, Frank, leads the army against you with funny one-liners

80’s style art and expansive factory settings

Fast-paced gameplay with bears who come running, flying, and rolling towards you

Built exclusively for virtual reality

Global leaderboards for each level

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR , SynthesisVR and via Steam Commercial Licensing.
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Title: Sneaky Bears
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
WarDucks
Publisher:
WarDucks
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 or newer

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I played all 4 of these games and didn't have a complaint. Well first one is short but consider that dipping your toes in the water
of this world. You should definitely quit wasting time reading reviews and go buy the bundle of them if you are at all interested.
They are definitely worth it. Seriously. I'm definitely biased insofar as I like this style gameplay but just the whole story, the
lovability and relatability of the characters and the choices that you can and are forced to make... for what this game was it was
amazing. Overall series score I give it 9/10. Would love to see more of this.. This is a fantastic game. Once I started playing, it
was impossible to stop - I was putting in 4-6 hours a day. The story is very well done and I enjoyed the combat a lot. My only
critique is that there are a few boring parts and dialogue can be cringy at times. I'll be patiently waiting for part 2 to go on sale
so I can continue this amazing story~. Enjoyable! Combat and movement per room feel natural, and the larger scale mechanics
make sense. Greatly enjoyed the rogue-like aspects, for someone who has disliked moke rogue-likes, this was a refreshing
change of pace.

Huge ups for making a modern game run on my laptop as well, this is the first game I've played with a release date of more
recent than 2013, so it took some fiddling in the settings and suddenly it was running super well. I was really impressed there.

Overall, the game is great. The one or two minor complaints I had were solved in the Gameplay settings, so after the testing
stage I was running the game well and enjoying myself.. I bought this pack before i even played the game xd. Bought the
complete pack during the winter sale and this came with it, costs like a quarter during sales... You get 44 high quality images
that can all be used as wallpapers for your desktop.

In this "DLC", you are granted high quality cosplay photos of the two main girls in the game. There is 24 images of the main
girl, 1-14 are her in her main outfit and 15-24 are suppose to be in the future when your character takes her to the ocean, I'm
guessing. There is 20 photos of the other girl, Ruri, with 1-10 being I don't even know, casual SFW swimwear that had nothing
to do with the game? And 11-20 being her canon outfit. Everything is completely SFW and doesn't have any suggestive images.
It's literally like the type of cosplay photos you'd see posted on deviantart or some weeb convention forum site. I was surprised
that this was just professional cosplay photos and not fanservice, never bought a cosplay DLC before. Was pleasantly surprised
and am glad I was able to support the models and devs.

Would recommend if you want to support the devs or if you're into weeb cosplay, wouldn't recommend if you're a trash goblin
looking for JO material.. It seems to have microtransactions???. I'd recommend it with friends or family, but it's not that fun by
yourself playing online. It's filled with bugs, so don't expect a really easy time. If you've got money to spare, sure you can get it,
but otherwise it'll just be a waste.
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Very addictive and I can see many hours ahead wasted on this game. Starts of easy for the first few levels but gets harder as the
dungeon gets bigger and darker.
Using my 360 controller made it easer to move around.
The only thing that is missing is an option to exit the game in the main menu (you have to hit the ESC key to exit). This game is
just another clash of clans rip off game.. I think this game is too slow, but other that that it's okay. Game have a pretty peaceful
music. I like it.. Extremely short VN. I went through 3 or 4 times within almost 2 hours. Sad thing about it has a promise of a
story in it but doesn't deliver which is really sad. Instead it's just bunch with lewd and like I said very short story. In my view to
expensive for what there asking for.. it's a nice little game, and for these price, is almost wrong not buy it =). I was very
surprised by this game, I expected this to be a rather dull romp through a stylistic and fantastical alternate history hub video.
However, what I found was an intricate game with a wealth of possibilities, with the sheer number of paths and choices
dwarfing those found in other series such as the TellTale games.

The setting and style of this game were sublime, with the facial animations on the whole drawing attention for their detail and
intricacy. While at times the game did stutter and did not run completely smooth, the outstanding graphics made it all worth
while and made the environment a pleasure to interact with.

Game-play wise, there were issues with pacing and balancing. I love puzzle games, but as the game played on, the difficulty shot
up, and I spent many a time trying to puzzle my way though mental dead ends in order to progress. Those more intelligent or
mathematically inclined than myself may have had an easier time, but I felt like the pacing suffered at times, as the prolonged
puzzle-solving weighed the game down in places.

The VA in the game was also to its credit, and helped hook me and others from the off.

I did have people come and say that they lost interest after chapter 3, and having played through, I can see why. In the attempt
of a big twist, they threw the story into the 'otherworldly' void, and it went from a crime romp in an eerie setting, to something
one would expect out of the Dr Who universe. I found this jarring, as I would have been quite content with a none sci-fi crime
game without suddenly getting all....meta-beings.

That being said, thoroughly enjoyed the game, and I think it is a credit to that they managed to make such an encapsulating
game out of well crafted characters, a well made environment, and a bit of suspense, with not a battle royale mode in sight!. very
good rpg game with unrestricted character customization and offers respec(reallocations of stats, attributes, etc.) if you mess up
later in the game, definite must play if you love rpg games.
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